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Lamborghini?s new Hurac?n EVO is so advanced that it can cook your dinner, vacuum your house and even keep the kids entertained.  The Italian supercar has become the first car manufacturer to partner with Amazon?s digital assistant Alexa ? usually found residing in an Echo speaker ? to incorporate comprehensive in-car control.  This means you all your home digital devices connected to Alexa can now be operated from the comfort of your Hurac?n EVO Lambo, which can go from zero to 60mph in between 2.9 and 3.1 seconds.  So Alexa can turn on your home robot vacuum, switch on your home lights, order you a pizza, play the Harry Potter audio books, for instance, from your Amazon services with a mere voice command, all while you are putting your pedal to the metal of this mechanical beast, with prices starting at $208,000(USD), or $261,000 for AWD models plus another $3,600 add for Alexa and Connected Services.  Alexa also controls all the core car mechanisms, including volume and temperature.  The Alexa function was added to all new Hurac?n EVO models earlier this year, and existing Hurac?n EVO owners can also enjoy enhanced connected services as all Lamborghini Connected features can be retro-fitted from since April free-of-charge to Hurac?n EVO models at authorized Lamborghini dealers, as well as optional upgrades.  29 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lamborghini has become the first car manufacturer to partner with Amazon?s digital assistant Alexa to incorporate comprehensive in-car control in the Italian super car?s new Hurac?n EVO Models.  Photo credit: Lamborghini / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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